
INDUSTRIAL DATA PROCESSING APPLICATIONS REPORT 

Applications 

Type of Industry 

Name of User 

Equipment Used 

Integrated Information System 

Valve Manufacturer 

Worcester Valve Co. 
West Boylston, Mass. 

IBM System/360 Model 30 Data Processing System 

IBM 357 Data Collection System 

Friden Computyper 

Synopsis 

Worcester Valve Co. has integrated its data collection and data processing 
procedures using an IBM System/360 Model 30 data processing system, an 
IBM 357 data collection system and a Friden Computyper. 

The system handles orders, updates inventory records, computes moving 
average costs and helps control production. Daily and weekly reports enable 
purchasing and production control personnel to keep up-to-date on items on 
order. 

In addition, the integrated information system at Worcester Valve maintains 
quality control over parts which can be rejected at various points in the 
plant -- from receiving to assembly. 
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WORCESTER VALVE CO. 

Worcester Valve Company manufactures ball valves and employs 
160 persons. 

In a recent five year period, business at Worcester nearly doubled -
going from $2. 8 million to $5. 5 million. During the same period, inventory 
decreased from $900, 000 to $850, 000, while the company improved service 
to its customer from 90 percent effectiveness to 98 percent effectiveness. 

Worcester Valve, a major supplier of ball valves to industry, has improved the efficiency 
of its internal operations by increasing and improving the flow of information within the company. 

Information concerning production, inventory, sales and suppliers is provided by a 
relatively small IBM System/360 Model 30, 16K data processing system in conjunction with an 
IBM 357 data collection system. According to the company's management, the key to the 
effectiveness of the system is the speed and flexibility of the computer coupled with a number 
of efficient procedures which have been instituted in the plant's major departments. 

Most significant about Worcester Valve's system is that it represents an integration of 
data collection and processing procedures representing nearly every aspect of the company's 
business. Instead of being a set of distinct application programs, each with, an individual source 
and data bank file, the system maintains a single set of commonly used files with programs 
designed to accommodate one another and serve several different plant functions. 

Remote terminals located inside the plant simplify, hasten and improve the accuracy of 
the reports that update work-in-process, open order and inventory records. 

The company's ball and butterfly valves range in size from 1/4 inch to 12 inches. They 
must be able to stand up under a number of diverse environments and are fabricated from a 
variety of materials ranging from plastics to metals to rubber. This variety of materials is 
responsible for the bulk of Worcester's inventory problems. In the 1/4 inch valve alone more 
than 2 50 different combinations are produced. 

The range of the products involved makes it impractical to produce for anticipated demand 
because of the high cost of the finished goods inventory. Instead the company produces basic parts 
against a forecasted demand and assembles parts primarily to customer order. 
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THE FINISHED PRODUCT INVENTORY LISTS ASSEMBLIES 
COMPLETED TO FILL CUSTOMERS' ORDERS. 
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WORCESTER VALVE CO. 

In terms of maintaining customer service and reducing inventory costs, efficiency 
demands that routine paperwork be performed rapidly and accurately. Timely and meaningful 
data on current sales, inventory production and purchases is a necessity. The data processing 
system the company has instituted achieves all of the above ends. 

THE SYSTEM 

Worcester Valve's Data Processing System goes into action when a customer order is 
received. New orders are entered daily through the Friden Computyper which generates 
punched cards for each order. After an audit control check, the card set is entered into the 
computer which generates shipping papers and enters the order on the open sales order aisc , 
file. Sales order acknowledgemem:s -- once used by the company -- have been replaced by a 
weekly open sales order report. 

Twice weekly a computer run is made to determine what orders are due to be completed 
at specified periods of times. Based on this information, a bill of materials explosion determines 
the upcoming parts requirement and the status of each part in inventory. 
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Also, based Qn this analysis, assembly orders and the punched cards for requisitioning, 
assembling and reporting the completion of assembly and shipment are automatically prepared 
and hand collated into an assembly packet. The packet is then forwarded to production control 
for the loading and scheduling of the assembly department. 

The packet's parts requisition cards are used as an authorization to retrieve necessary 
parts from the company's Triax automated storage control and delivery system. The Triax 
system is a huge, electro-mechanical installation that encompasses a movable "picking" mechan
ism that moves among tiers of shelves to retrieve parts. The system is activated by an operator 
who uses pushbuttons to input codes derived from the punched cards. 

When the assembly department has pulled the necessary materials from inventory the 
cards are transmitted -- via 357 terminal -- back to data processing, where they are used to 
update the parts inventory file. (The 357 terminals are linked to a card punch in the computer 
center. The punched cards produced from remote input are then fed into the computer system.) 
In essence, this series of steps has enabled Worcester Valve to maintain a tight control over 
inventory. The job cards are also used to report completion of assembly orders and shipment 
of the finished product to the customer. The report of completion, in turn, is used to reduce the 
requirements file and trigger the billing operation. 
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WORCESTER VALVE CO. 

WORCESTER VALVE CO., INC. DATE REQUIRED SHIPMENT TO PACKAGING 
DATE BY QUANTJTY 

ASS EMBLY ORDER 
QUANTITY VALVE DESCRIPTION ORDER NUMBER 

15F 4 4 6RTSE 801732 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

6 6 6 l] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6h"~""''""'";;-\-,,,._,_-.,,\-~,.,,."'"'"'°""'1''""""'"""'"'',--

AN ASSEMBLY ORDER AND ASSOCIATED CARDS FOR REQUISITIONING, 
ASSEMBLING AND REPORTING. 

THE SHIPPING ORDER TRIGGERS THE BILLING OPERATION. 
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PARTS INVENTORY LISTING. 

DETERMINING INVENTORY 

Requirements for the parts inventory are determined weekly. Initially, order require
ments are exploded against the bill of materials file. This produces the gross number of parts 
required for each of the four monthly time periods based on customer orders. 

Then a forecasting routine is exercised to generate requirements for that portion of the 
four month period not adequately covered by actual customer orders. This permits the company 
to arrange for the orderly procurement of items needing a long lead-time. 

The forecasting routine examines demand for the previous three months and exponentially 
smoothes the figures according to formula, giving Worcester a predicted sales volume figure. 
Results are used as anticipated parts usage and are combined with actual requirements to deter
mine total parts needed. 

These figures are then netted against the inventory file which indicates parts on hand and 
on order by a specific monthly time period. The figures are reviewed by production control for 
preparation of purchase orders and master manufacturing schedules. 

Production Control prepares a manufacturing requisition which is channeled back to the 
EDP center. Data Processing in turn prepares production order packets similar to the assembly 
packets. The production packets include a deck of four types of cards: 

-- Material requisition from the Triax System 
-- A traveler card to return the finished part to the Triax System 

Multiple operation cards to record labor costs 

Multiple machine load schedule cards to prepare shop floor schedules 

PRODUCTION ORDER 
WORCESTER VALVE CO., INC. 

QUANTITY RAW STORES 
A PRODUCTION PACKAGE 

WITH A DECK OF WORK CARDS. 

RAW PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 
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WORCESTER VALVE CO. 

The Tria.x requisition card opens up a work and process control record. It is from this 
file that a weekly list is prepared showing the load on the work centers by due date. By referring 
to this report, production control can determine whether the plant is carrying an appropriate 
load or whether additional action is needed to adjust the load. 

Operation cards are used by manufacturing to report completion of each operation, as well 
as placement in work and process storage. When the job is finished, the job card is inserted into 
the 357 terminal where the quantity is registered on the terminal's key-slide. When this step is 
completed the operations card and employee ID card are inserted into the 357 and the reporting 
task is completed. The report will then be used to adjust the load on the work- in-process and 
ultimately to adjust the inventory file and record direct labor costs. 

PURCHASING 

Production Control is also responsible for preparing purchasing requisitions. Indicated 
on a special form, are part numbers, name, quantity and required delivery date. The purchasing 
form is forwardeq .to the purchasing group where it is reviewed for possible revision. Then a 
vendor is selected on the basis of price and other considerations. 

Information on the purchasing requisition is then entered into the computer and purchase 
orders are printed. The computer is actually given only a series of disc addresses, quantity 
and price. But, by referring to the designated files, the computer can extract the vendor's name 
and address and complete part description to complete the purchase order. 

As the purchase order is written, the program updates inventory records so that a sub
sequent generation of requirements will not duplicate any orders. A record of the order is also 
established in the open purchase order file. 
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WEEKLY REPORT PRODUCED BY COMPUTER IS USED INSTEAD OF STACKS OF 
PURCHASE ORDER COPIES TO ASCERTAIN STATUS OF PARTS ORDERS. 

Finally, two punched cards are produced so that receiving and inspection can report 
processing the ordered items through the three 357 data collection terminals on the plant floor. 
Such reports are used to update the open order file and produce a daily receipt list. The 
receipts list informs both purchasing and production control that the order has arrived and 
is at inspection. Then, when a physical inspection is completed -- assuming the items have 
been approved -- a report is made through one of the 357 terminals so that the inventory file 
can be readjusted, the open order file relieved and entry made into the report for accounts 
payable. From the accounts payable system material cost information is picked up for use in 
the average moving cost system. 
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WORCESTER VALVE CO. 

The key slides on the terminals permit the receiving clerk to indicate the actual number 
of parts he receives and whether or not this agrees with the amount stipulated on the purchase 
order. Thus it is just as easy to report partial or split shipments as to report normal ful
fillment of the order. 

Changes are processed with equal facility by the system. Any department making a 
change to a previously issued purchase order simply completes a pre-printed punched card. 
The change is reviewed by purchasing and then processed by the computer for updating both 
inventory and open order records and for issuing a new or revised purchase order. This 
program also creates new receiving cards. 

Changes to the plant's work orders are coded to indicate that an earlier job must first 
be deleted from the records. The work- in-process report will then be adjusted during the next 
regular processing to show the changes made in the shop load. 

Reports 

Two weekly reports tielp control the flow of materials and parts into the plant from 
vendors. One of these is the list of open purchase orders by vendor. This is used throughout 
the week by purchasing and production control to refer to any questions about items on order. 
It is far easier than searching through file drawers for copies of purchase orders. Most 
questions about orders can be answered directly from this report. 

The other report is the vendor expediting report, a list of orders placed with each vendor 
by delivery date. A list of each vendor's commitments (overdue or due in the next two weeks) is 
sent to him so that he can check his own arrangements or remember to call Worcester Valve if 
he cannot meet the stated delivery dates. This report, which is also sent to purchasing and 
production control, saves a good deal of the reminder telephone calls that used to be made 
because of the critical nature of certain items. Dozens of vendors are reminded each week 
without any effort by the purchasing agent. 
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THE VENDOR EXPEDITING REPORT KEEPS VENDORS REMINDED OF 
THEIR COMMITMENTS, SAVING REMINDER TELEPHONE CALLS. 

Quality Control 

The system is designed so that parts can be rejected easily at various points in the plant, 
including receiving, inspection, parts storage, manufacturing and assembly. Quality Control 
completes a rejection report which identifies the parts, quantity and reason for rejection. This 
goes to production control and purchasing. These departments collaborate on a decision to: 
scrap, rework in plant, return to vendor or to use as is. This information is then added to 
the reject form. 
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The Quality Control department also enters a reject card. This is transmitted through 
a 357 terminal to data processing for inclusion in the daily updating reports. This entry 
appears as a daily listing of product rejections. 

After the disposition is resolved, the accounting department reviews both card and reject 
notice for any required financial adjustment. Then the information is processed by the computer 
to trigger any of the following actions which will be appropriate: update the inventory file; update 
work-in-process file; create a rework list for new production orders; create a debit memo and 
a new entry in the open order file; produce a scrap report for production control records; and 
suggest a letter by purchasing to the vendor. · 

Design Criteria 

One of the design criteria established for the system at Worcester Valve is the impor
tance of being able to handle exception as easily as routine matters. A major role of the system 
is to control exceptional conditions; the overdue order, the overstocked inventory item, the 
overloaded work center, the order change. Because these can be handled within the bounds of 
the system, customers and vendors gain extra benefits. Thus plant personnel get their work 
done more effectively without a constant crisis. 

Processing of rejected orders is an example. Instead of relying upon manual handling, 
the computer has been programed to update the necessary files, create rework call cards, print 
out debit memos or suggest sending a reject letter. The paperwork on what once was a tedious 
problem is dispatched quickly and accurately, with all the appropriate steps initiated properly. 

Another design criterion established for the system is its position in relation to the 
business. Instead of being a support function for the plant, the Worcester Valve system is the 
main source for information, the only way to handle orders and the basis for most purchasing 
and production decisions. 

RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS 

For Worcester Valve -- improved data handling techniques have had a direct effect on 
management techniques and the increased profitability that comes from tighter production and 
inventory control procedures. In addition, delivery lead time has been cut from six weeks to 
three weeks and manufacturing lead time from seven weeks to under three weeks. 

Many of the future plans of Worcester Valve will depend to a great extent on the needs of 
the company, and innovations in the manufacturing process. It is difficult to pinpoint exact needs, 
but current indications are that the company may someday go to a real time on- line data process
ing system tied directly to the Triax system for shop loading and scheduling as well as moving 
and scheduling materials under management exception controls. 
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